Abstract-Students' informal conversations on social media (e.g., Twitter, Facebook) shed light into their educational experiencesopinions, feelings, and concerns about the learning process. Data from such uninstrumented environments can provide valuable knowledge to inform student learning. Analyzing such data, however, can be challenging. The complexity of students' experiences reflected from social media content requires human interpretation. However, the growing scale of data demands automatic data analysis techniques. In this paper, we developed a workflow to integrate both qualitative analysis and large-scale data mining techniques. We focused on engineering students' Twitter posts to understand issues and problems in their educational experiences. We first conducted a qualitative analysis on samples taken from about 25,000 tweets related to engineering students' college life. We found engineering students encounter problems such as heavy study load, lack of social engagement, and sleep deprivation. Based on these results, we implemented a multi-label classification algorithm to classify tweets reflecting students' problems. We then used the algorithm to train a detector of student problems from about 35,000 tweets streamed at the geo-location of Purdue University. This work, for the first time, presents a methodology and results that show how informal social media data can provide insights into students' experiences.
INTRODUCTION

S
OCIAL media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube provide great venues for students to share their experiences, vent emotion and stress, and seek social support. On various social media sites, students discuss and share their everyday encounters in an informal and casual manner. Students' digital footprints provide vast amount of implicit knowledge and a whole new perspective for educational researchers and practitioners to understand students' experiences outside the controlled classroom environment. This understanding can inform institutional decision-making on interventions for at-risk students, improvement of education quality, and thus enhance student recruitment, retention, and success [1] . The abundance of social media data provides opportunities to understand students' experiences, but also raises methodological difficulties in making sense of social media data for educational purposes. Just imagine the sheer data volumes, the diversity of Internet slang, the unpredictability of location and timing of students posting on the web, as well as the complexity of students' experiences. Pure manual analysis cannot deal with the ever-growing scale of data, while pure automatic algorithms usually cannot capture in-depth meaning within the data [2] .
Traditionally, educational researchers have been using methods such as surveys, interviews, focus groups, and classroom activities to collect data related to students' learning experiences [3] , [4] . These methods are usually very time-consuming, thus cannot be duplicated or repeated with high frequency. The scale of such studies is also usually limited. In addition, when prompted about their experiences, students need to reflect on what they were thinking and doing sometime in the past, which may have become obscured over time.
The emerging fields of learning analytics and educational data mining (EDM) have focused on analyzing structured data obtained from course management systems (CMS), classroom technology usage, or controlled online learning environments to inform educational decision-making [1] , [5] , [6] , [7] . However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no research found to directly mine and analyze studentposted content from uncontrolled spaces on the social web with the clear goal of understanding students' learning experiences.
The research goals of this study are 1) to demonstrate a workflow of social media data sense-making for educational purposes, integrating both qualitative analysis and largescale data mining techniques as illustrated in Fig. 1 ; and 2) to explore engineering students' informal conversations on Twitter, in order to understand issues and problems students encounter in their learning experiences. We chose to focus on engineering students' posts on Twitter about problems in their educational experiences mainly because:
1. Engineering schools and departments have long been struggling with student recruitment and retention issues [8] . Engineering graduates constitute a significant part of the nation's future workforce and have a direct impact on the nation's economic growth and global competency [9] . 2. Based on understanding of issues and problems in students' life, policymakers and educators can make more informed decisions on proper interventions and services that can help students overcome barriers in learning. 3. Twitter is a popular social media site. Its content is mostly public and very concise (no more than 140 characters per tweet). Twitter provides free APIs that can be used to stream data. Therefore, we chose to start from analyzing students' posts on Twitter. In this paper, we went through an exploratory process to locate the relevant data and Twitter hashtags (a Twitter hashtag is a word beginning with a # sign, used to emphasize or tag a topic). We collected 25,284 tweets using the hashtag #engineeringProblems over a period of 14 months, and a second data set of 39,095 tweets using the geo-code (longitude and latitude) of Purdue University, West Lafayette. This corresponds to step 1 in Fig. 1 .
Three researchers conducted an inductive content analysis on samples of the #engineeringProblems data set, which corresponds to steps 2 and 3 in Fig. 1 . In step 4, we found that major problems engineering students encounter in their learning experiences fall into several prominent categories. Based on these categories, we implemented a multilabel Na€ ıve Bayes classification algorithm. We evaluated the performance of the classifier by comparing it with other state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers (step 5). We used the classification algorithm to train a detector that could assist in the detection of engineering students' problems at Purdue University (step 6). The results (step 7) could help educators identify at-risk students and make decisions on proper interventions to retain them. This paper makes two major contributions. First, it proposes a workflow to bridge and integrate a qualitative research methodology and large-scale data mining techniques. We base our data-mining algorithm on qualitative insights resulting from human interpretation, so that we can gain deeper understanding of the data. We apply the algorithm to another large-scale and unexplored data set, so that the manual method is augmented. We can keep refining the model based on further human feedback like the cycle illustrated in Fig. 1 . Second, the paper provides deep insights into engineering students' educational experiences as reflected in informal, uncontrolled environments. Many issues and problems such as studylife balance, lack of sleep, lack of social engagement, and lack of diversity clearly emerge. These could bring awareness to educational pedagogy, policy-making, and educational practice.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the next section reviews theory of public discourse online, related work on text classification techniques used for analyzing tweets, and data-driven approaches in education. Section 3 describes the data collection process (step 1 in Fig. 1 ). Section 4 details the inductive content analysis procedures and categories identified (steps 2, 3, and 4). Section 5 details the implementation of the Na€ ıve Bayes multi-label classifier and the evaluation results (step 5). In Section 6, we show the comparison results of the Na€ ıve Bayes classifier with the popular classifierSupport Vector Machine (SVM) and one of its variations Max-Margin Multi-Label (M3L) classifier. This is an additional evaluation of the classifier in step 5. In Section 7 we apply the Na€ ıve Bayes classifier to the Purdue data set in order to demonstrate its application in detecting students' problems at a specific university (steps 6 and 7). Section 8 discusses limitations and possible future work, and Section 9 concludes this study.
RELATED WORK
Public Discourse on the Web
The theoretical foundation for the value of informal data on the web can be drawn from Goffman's theory of social performance [10] . Although developed to explain face-to-face interactions, Goffman's theory of social performance is widely used to explain mediated interactions on the web today [11] . One of the most fundamental aspects of this theory is the notion of front-stage and back-stage of people's social performances. Compared with the front-stage, the relaxing atmosphere of backstage usually encourages more spontaneous actions. Whether a social setting is front-stage or back-stage is a relative matter. For students, compared with formal classroom settings, social media is a relative informal and relaxing back-stage. When students post content on social media sites, they usually post what they think and Fig. 1 . The workflow we developed for making sense of social media data integrates qualitative analysis and data mining algorithms. The width of gray arrows represents data volumes--wider indicates more data volume. Black arrows represent data analysis, computation, and results flow. The dashed arrows represent the parts that do not concern the central work of this paper. This workflow can be an iterative cycle.
feel at that moment. In this sense, the data collected from online conversations may be more authentic and unfiltered than responses to formal research prompts. These conversations act as a zeitgeist for students' experiences.
Many studies show that social media users may purposefully manage their online identity to "look better" than in real life [12] , [13] . Other studies show that there is a lack of awareness about managing online identity among college students [14] , and that young people usually regard social media as their personal space to hang out with peers outside the sight of parents and teachers [15] . Students' online conversations reveal aspects of their experiences that are not easily seen in formal classroom settings, thus are usually not documented in educational literature.
The abundance of social media data provides opportunities but also presents methodological difficulties for analyzing large-scale informal textual data. The next section reviews popular methods used for analyzing Twitter data.
Mining Twitter Data
Researchers from diverse fields have analyzed Twitter content to generate specific knowledge for their respective subject domains. For example, Gaffney [16] analyzes tweets with hashtag #iranElection using histograms, user networks, and frequencies of top keywords to quantify online activism. Similar studies have been conducted in other fields including healthcare [17] , marketing [18] , athletics [19] , just to name a few. Analysis methods used in these studies usually include qualitative content analysis, linguistic analysis, network analysis, and some simplistic methods such as word clouds and histograms. In our study, we built a classification model based on inductive content analysis. This model was then applied and validated on a brand new data set. Therefore, we emphasize not only the insights gained from one data set, but also the application of the classification algorithm to other data sets for detecting student problems. The human effort is thus augmented with large-scale data analysis.
Below we briefly review studies on Twitter from the fields of data mining, machine learning, and natural language processing. These studies usually have more emphasis on statistical models and algorithms. They cover a wide range of topics including information propagation and diffusion [20] , [21] , [22] , popularity prediction [23] , [24] , event detection [25] , [26] , topic discovery [27] , [28] , and tweet classification [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , to name a few. Amongst these topics, tweet classification is most relevant to our study.
Popular classification algorithms include Na€ ıve Bayes, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, Maximum Entropy, Boosting, and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Based on the number of classes involved in the classification algorithms, there are binary classification and multi-class classification approaches. In binary classification, there are only two classes, while multi-class classification involve more than two classes. Both binary classification and multi-class classification are single-label classification systems. Single-label classification means each data point can only fall into one class where all classes are mutually exclusive. Multi-label classification, however, allows each data point to fall into several classes at the same time.
Most existing studies on tweet classification are either binary classification on relevant and irrelevant content [31] , or multi-class classification on generic classes such as news, events, opinions, deals, and private messages [32] . Sentiment analysis is another very popular three-class classification on positive, negative, or neutral emotions/opinions [33] . Sentiment analysis is very useful for mining customer opinions on products or companies through their reviews or online posts. It finds wide adoption in marketing and customer relationship management (CRM). Many methods have been developed to mine sentiment from texts. For example, both Davidov et al. [29] and Bhayani et al. [30] use emoticons as indicators to provide noisy labels to the tweets thus minimizing human effort needed for labeling. However, in the case of this paper, only knowing the sentiment of student-posted tweets does not provide much actionable knowledge on relevant interventions and services for students. Our purpose is to achieve deeper and finer understanding of students' experiences especially their learning-related issues and problems. Even for a human judge to determine what student problems a tweet indicates is a more complicated task than to determine the sentiment of a tweet. Therefore, our study requires a qualitative analysis, and is impossible to do in a fully unsupervised way. Sentiment analysis is, therefore, not applicable to our study.
In our study, we implemented a multi-label classification model where we allowed one tweet to fall into multiple categories at the same time. Our classification was also at a finer granularity compared with other generic classifications. Our work extends the scope of data-driven approaches in education such as learning analytics and educational data mining.
Learning Analytics and Educational Data Mining
Learning analytics and educational data mining are datadriven approaches emerging in education. These approaches analyze data generated in educational settings to understand students and their learning environments in order to inform institutional decision-making [34] . The present paper extends the scope of these approaches in the following two aspects. First, data analyzed using these approaches typically are structured data including administrative data (e.g., high school GPA and SAT scores), and student activity and performance data from course management systems (CMS) or virtual learning environments (VLE) such as Blackboard (http://www. blackboard.com/). For example, researchers at Purdue University created a system named Signals that mines student performance data such as time spent reading course materials, time spent engaging in course discussion forums, and quiz grades [35] . Signals gives students red, yellow, or green alerts on their progress in the course in order to promote self-awareness in learning. Our study extends the data scope of these data-driven approaches to include informal social media data. Second, most studies in learning analytics and EDM focus on students' academic performance [36] , [37] . We extend the understanding of students' experiences to the social and emotional aspects based on their informal online conversations. These are important components of the learning experiences that are much less emphasized and understood compared with academic performance from the Blackboard course management system.
DATA COLLECTION
It is challenging to collect social media data related to students' experiences because of the irregularity and diversity of the language used. We searched data using an educational account on a commercial social media monitoring tool named Radian6 (http://www.salesforce. com/). The Twitter APIs [38] can also be configured to accomplish this task, which we later used to obtain the second data set. The search process was exploratory. We started by searching based on different Boolean combinations of possible keywords such as engineer, students, campus, class, homework, professor, and lab. We then expanded and refined the keyword set and the combining Boolean logic iteratively. The Boolean search logic grew very complicated eventually, but the data set still contained about 35 percent noise (during the month of November 2011, we retrieved 179 tweets, in which 63 were irrelevant to college students). Also, given that the data set was so small, we seemed to have ruled out many other relevant tweets together with the spam and irrelevant tweets.
From the limited number of relevant tweets we retrieved, we found a Twitter hashtag #engineeringProblems occurring most frequently. Students used the hashtag #engineer-ingProblems to post about their experiences of being engineering majors. This was the most popular hashtag specific to engineering students' college life based on the data retrieved using the Boolean terms. Using Radian6, we streamed tweets containing this hashtag for about 14 months (421 days) from November 1st, 2011 to December 25th, 2012. In total, we collected 25,284 tweets with the hashtag #engi-neeringProblems posted from 10,239 unique Twitter accounts. Counting re-tweets, replies, and mentions, a total of 12,434 unique user accounts were involved. After removing duplicates caused by re-tweeting, there were 19,799 unique tweets in this data set.
We also identified several other much less popular but relevant hashtags such as #ladyEngineer, #engineeringMajors, #switchingMajors, #collegeProblems, and #nerdstatus. As a side note for future work, these hashtags can also be used to retrieve data relevant to college students' experiences.
To demonstrate the application of the classification algorithm, we obtained another new data set using the geocode of Purdue University West Lafayette (40.428317, -86.914535) with a radius of 1.3 miles to cover the entire campus. From February 5th to April 17th, 2013, we obtained 39,095 tweets using the Twitter search API [38] . These tweets came from 5,592 unique user accounts. There were 35,598 unique tweets after removing duplicates. One reason we chose Purdue University as an example is that it is a large public university with a strong engineering student base. Over 27 percent (10,533/39,000) of the students at the West Lafayette campus are enrolled in the College of Engineering during the 2012-2013 academic year [39] . Nevertheless, the general approach we used can be applied to any institution and students in any major.
INDUCTIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS
Because social media content like tweets contain a large amount of informal language, sarcasm, acronyms, and misspellings, meaning is often ambiguous and subject to human interpretation. Rost et al. [2] argue that in large-scale social media data analysis, faulty assumptions are likely to arise if automatic algorithms are used without taking a qualitative look at the data. We concur with this argument, as we found no appropriate unsupervised algorithms could reveal indepth meanings in our data. For example, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a popular topic modeling algorithm that can detect general topics from very large scale data [40] , [41] . LDA has only produced meaningless word groups from our data with a lot of overlapping words across different topics.
There were no pre-defined categories of the data, so we needed to explore what students were saying in the tweets. Thus, we first conducted an inductive content analysis on the #engineeringProblems data set. Inductive content analysis is one popular qualitative research method for manually analyzing text content. Three researchers collaborated on the content analysis process.
Development of Categories
The lens we used in conducting the inductive content analysis was to identify what were the major worries, concerns, and issues that engineering students encountered in their study and life. Researcher A read a random sample of 2,000 tweets from the 19,799 unique #engineeringProblems tweets, and developed 13 initial categories including: curriculum problems, heavy study load, study difficulties, imbalanced life, future and carrier worries, lack of gender diversity, sleep problems, stress, lack of motivation, physical health problems, nerdy culture, identity crisis, and others. These were developed to identify as many issues as possible, without accounting for their relative significances. Researcher A wrote detailed descriptions and gave examples for each category and sent the codebook and the 2,000-tweet sample to researchers B and C for review. Then, the three researchers discussed and collapsed the initial categories into five prominent themes, because they were themes with relatively large number of tweets. The five prominent themes are: heavy study load, lack of social engagement, negative emotion, sleep problems, and diversity issues. Each theme reflects one issue or problem that engineering students encounter in their learning experiences.
We found that many tweets could belong to more than one category. For example, "This could very well turn into an all nighter. . .f ÃÃÃ you lab report #nosleep" falls into heavy study load, lack of sleep, and negative emotion at the same time. "Why am I not in business school?? Hate being in Engineering school. Too much stuff. Way too complicated. No fun" falls into heavy study load, and negative emotion at the same time. So one tweet can be labeled with multiple categories. This is a multi-label classification as opposed to a single-label classification where each tweet can only be labeled with one category. The categories one tweet belongs to are called this tweet's labels or label set.
Inter-Rater Agreement
Statistical measures such as Cohen's Kappa, Scott's Pi, Fleiss Kappa, and Krippendorf's Alpha are widely used to report agreement among raters (researchers) in content analysis literature [42] , [43] . However, these measures can only be used for data that belong to mutually exclusive categories (single-label classification). Because we were dealing with a multi-label classification problem with non-mutually exclusive categories, these measurements were inapplicable for our study. Therefore, we used F 1 measure [44] -which is the harmonic mean between two sets of data. F 1 score is 1 when the two sets of data are exactly the same, and is 0 if the two sets of data are completely different. It represents how close two label sets are assigned to one tweet by two researchers.
We calculated the F 1 scores between the label sets given by any two researchers to a tweet, and then averaged over all the tweets to represent the agreement. Assume there are a total number of N tweets categorized by two researchers. For the ith tweet, x 1i represents the number of labels given to this tweet by researcher A, x 2i represents the number of labels given to this tweet by researcher B, and s i represents the number of labels that are common between researcher A and researcher B (the agreed number of labels). Let p 1i ¼ s i =x 1i , and p 2i ¼ s i =x 2i , then
In our study, after we decided on the six categories (heavy study load, lack of social engagement, negative emotion, sleep problems, diversity issues, and others), we took a random sample of 500 tweets, and categorized them separately. If a tweet does not convey any of the five prominent problems, it is categorized as "others". A tweet in "others" can be an engineering student problem other than the five prominent ones, or a noisy tweet that does not have clear meaning. Unlike the five prominent themes, "others" is an exclusive category.
The F 1 scores between any of the two researchers were F 1AB ¼ 0:7972; F 1BC ¼ 0:7859, and F 1AC ¼ 0:8179. The three researchers then discussed tweets where we had different opinions. The first 500 tweets were discarded, and we analyzed another random sample of 500 tweets. The F 1 scores then increased to F 1AB ¼ 0:8104; F 1BC ¼ 0:8011, and F 1AC ¼ 0:8252 respectively. For the second 500-tweet sample, we only used the commonly agreed labels by the three researchers for each tweet in our later computation stage. If there was no intersection among the three researchers' label sets for a certain tweet, the tweet was discarded. Out of the 500 tweets, 405 were kept and used in model training and testing. Researcher A then finished analyzing another random sample of 2,380 tweets. Plus the 405 tweets, there was a total of 2,785 labeled tweets used for model training and testing.
The Prominent Themes
Considering the 2,785 tweets discussed in the previous section, the number of tweets in each category is shown in Fig. 2 . If one tweet falls under multiple categories, it was counted multiple times, so the total number of tweets appears larger than 2,785.
Description of each theme is as follows. Please note, example tweets provided in each theme may also fall in multiple other categories at the same time, except for the ones in "others".
Heavy Study Load
Our analyses show that, classes, homework, exams, and labs dominate the students' life. Libraries, labs, and the engineering building are their most frequently visited places. Some illustrative tweets are "Study over 30 hours for a test", "so much homework, so little time", and "Cþþ CAE project due Tuesday, Mfg project Wednesday, 25 Page Tech Repot Wednesday þ heavy homework load. Huzzah", and "homework never stops".
Students express a very stressful experience in engineering. Not being able to manage the heavy study load leads to consequences such as lack of social engagement, lack of sleep, stress, depression, and some health problems. For example, "If u wanna b an engineer, u must act like one. . .so goodbye social life and hello 2 countless hours of studying and hw", "going to bed at 3 A.M. Still have about 8 hrs of homework and studying to do. . ..", and "back hurts from sitting at the desk studying for so long". This finding echoes a previous study on engineering students' life balance by Loshbaugh et al. [45] , which indicates engineering students desire a more balanced life than their academic environment allows.
Lack of Social Engagement
The analyses show that students need to sacrifice the time for social engagement in order to do homework, and to prepare for classes and exams. For example, "I feel like I'm hidden from the world-life of an Engineering student", "I feel like when you are an engineer your college experience is way less exciting than everyone else's", and "Little does everyone know, on day one God put the engineers to work. So life was born". Many tweets mention having to sacrifice the time enjoying holidays and special occasions with family and friends, for example, "Which one of does not belong: coloring eggs, hunting for eggs, new dog, time with my mommy, Easter feast, studying?", "Chemistry and calculus homework everyday of thanksgiving break", and "Happy birthday to our Mr. Engineer! From the sisters in the library at 12:21am!!!" Social engagement can provide support for releasing stress [46] and is beneficial for learning. Many modern learning theories derived from constructivism support that learning is a social process and knowledge is socially constructed Fig. 2 . Number of tweets in each category of the 2,785 tweets analyzed. Note that a large number of tweets fall into "Others", which indicates the "long tail" character of user-generated Internet content.
[47]. Thus students might benefit from more time to engage in social activities.
Lack of social engagement is also intertwined with the stereotypical nerdy and anti-social image of engineers. Some students embrace the anti-social image (e.g., "well I suck at social interactions so this engineering will be good for me", and "People tell me I have to get a job and work with people. Why can't I just sit in my corner and do my math?"), while most others desire more social life as the examples above show. Loshbaugh and Claar [48] find that many students feel the nerdy and geeky culture of engineering is unwelcoming, which is detrimental for student recruitment and retention. Eventually, the society needs engineers who can work with people and solve problems that can benefit humanity [9] , [49] .
Negative Emotion
There are a lot of negative emotions flowing in the tweets. Admittedly, the hashtag #engineeringProblems has a negative connotation. We only categorize a tweet as "negative emotion" when it specifically expresses negative emotions such as hatred, anger, stress, sickness, depression, disappointment, and despair. Students are mostly stressed with schoolwork. For example, "is it bad that before i started studying for my tests today that i considered throwing myself in front of a moving car??", "looking at my grades online makes me sick", "40 hours in the library in the past 3 days. I hate finals", and "I feel myself dying, #nervous". It is necessary for students to get help with how to manage stress and get emotional support.
Sleep Problems
Our analyses find that sleep problems are widely common among engineering students. Students frequently suffer from lack of sleep and nightmares due to heavy study load and stress. For example, "Napping in the common room because I know I won't sleep for the next three days", "If I don't schedule in sleep time, it doesn't happen", and "I wake up from a nightmare where I didn't finish my physics lab on time". Chronic lack of sleep or low-quality sleep can result in many psychological and physical health problems, therefore this issue needs to be addressed.
Diversity Issues
Our analyses suggest students perceive a significant lack of females in engineering. For example, "eighty five kids leaving the classroom before mine. of those 85, four are girls. engineers math class #Stereotypical", and "Keeping up with tradition: 2 girls in a class of 40". This issue may be again related to the nerdy and anti-social image of engineering. Male students in engineering are regarded as bad at talking with female students, because they usually do not have many female students around in their class. For example, "I'm sorry. We're not use to having girls around", "I pity the 1 girl in my lab with 25 guys. It smells like man in here. . .. And that's not in a good way", "Finally talked to a girl today!!! It was Siri", and "'Lets start with an example, tell me something you know nothing about' -Professor . . . 'girls.' -Students. lol".
Another diversity issue is reflected by the complaints that there are too many foreign (or international) professors and students around. Students say that they cannot understand the accents of foreign professors in class, and they do not like to work with foreign students in course projects. Some examples are "I think its a requirement for engineering professors to be Asian and have terrible accents!", "not one of my professors can speak. . ..?? #foreigners #madaccents", "When I signed on for engineering, I didn't realize I'd be getting a minor in foreign accents. . ."," Everywhere I go in this building it smells like Indian food and f ÃÃÃ ", and "Avoiding doing group work with international students." The issue here is not lack of diversity, but rather that students have difficulties embracing the diversity, because of many culture conflicts.
Others: The Long Tail
A large number of tweets fall under this category. Many tweets in this category do not have a clear meaning. Other tweets in this category do reflect various issues that engineering students have but seen in very small volumes. Examples of these issues include curriculum problems, lack of motivation, procrastination, career and future worries, identity crisis, thought of switching majors, and physical health problems.
Anderson elaborated the concept of "long tail" wherein e-commerce sites such as Amazon can maintain a large number of less popular products. Collectively these less popular items create more revenues than the best-sellers [50] . The concept of "long tail" is also used in social tagging systems and many other types of user-generated content on the Internet. In social tagging systems, a small number of prevalent tags appear with high frequency and a large number of unique tags fall into the "long tail" of a power law distribution [51] , [52] . Ochoa and Duval [53] show that many other types of user-generated content online including reviews, photos, videos, and social news all follow "long tail" distributions.
In the case of our study, the tweets are user-generated content on social media. A small number of common student problems appear in high frequency, and a large number of less common problems or noisy tweets each appear in very low frequency. This indicates a "long tail" character. It is a challenge and also our future work to reveal more insightful information from this long tail.
NA € IVE BAYES MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFIER
We built a multi-label classifier to classify tweets based on the categories developed in the previous content analysis stage. There are several popular classifiers widely used in data mining and machine learning domain. We found Na€ ıve Bayes classifier to be very effective on our data set compared with other state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers, which we compared in Section 6.
Text Pre-Processing
Twitter users use some special symbols to convey certain meaning. For example, # is used to indicate a hashtag, @ is used to indicate a user account, and RT is used to indicate a re-tweet. Twitter users sometimes repeat letters in words so that to emphasize the words, for example, "huuungryyy", "sooo muuchh", and "Monnndayyy". Besides, common stopwords such as "a, an, and, of, he, she, it", non-letter symbols, and punctuation also bring noise to the text. So we pre-processed the texts before training the classifier:
1. We removed all the #engineeringProblems hashtags.
For other co-occurring hashtags, we only removed the # sign, and kept the hashtag texts. 2. Negative words are useful for detecting negative emotion and issues. So we substituted words ending with "n't" and other common negative words (e.g., nothing, never, none, cannot) with "negtoken". 3. We removed all words that contain non-letter symbols and punctuation. This included the removal of @ and http links. We also removed all the RTs. 4. For repeating letters in words, our strategy was that when we detected two identical letters repeating, we kept both of them. If we detected more than two identical letters repeating, we replaced them with one letter. Therefore, "huuungryyy" and "sooo" were corrected to "hungry" and "so". "muuchh" was kept as "muuchh". Originally correct words such as "too" and "sleep" were kept as they were. 5. We used the Lemur information retrieval toolkit [54] to remove the common stopwords. We kept words like "much, more, all, always, still, only", because the tweets frequently use these words to express extent. The Krovetz stemmer in the Lemur toolkit was used to perform stemming in order to unify different forms of a word, such as plurals and different forms of a verb.
Na€ ıve Bayes Multi-Label Classifier
One popular way to implement multi-label classifier is to transform the multi-label classification problem into multiple single-label classification problems [55] . One simple transformation method is called one-versus-all or binary relevance [55] . The basic concept is to assume independence among categories, and train a binary classifier for each category. All kinds of binary classifier can be transformed to multi-label classifier using the one-versus-all heuristic. The following are the basic procedures of the multi-label Na€ ıve Bayes classifier. Suppose there are a total number of N words in the training document collection (in our case, each tweet is a document) W ¼ fw 1 ; w 2 ; :::; w N g, and a total number of L categories C ¼ fc 1 ; c 2 ; :::; c L g. If a word w n appears in a category c for m w n c times, and appear in categories other than c for m w n c times, then based on the maximum likelihood estimation, the probability of this word in a specific category c is
Similarly, the probability of this word in categories other than c is
Suppose there are a total number of M documents in the training set, and C of them are in category c. Then the probability of category c is
and the probability of other categories c ' is
For a document d i in the testing set, there are K wordsW d i ¼ fw i1 ; w i2 ; . . . ; w iK g, and W d i is a subset of W . The purpose is to classify this document into category c or not c. We assume independence among each word in this document, and any word w ik conditioned on c or c 0 follows multinomial distribution. Therefore, according to Bayes' Theorem, the probability that d i belongs to category c is
pðw ik j cÞ Á pðcÞ; (6) and the probability that d i belongs to categories other than c is
Because pðc j d i Þ þ pðc 0 j d i Þ ¼ 1, we normalize the latter two items which are proportional to pðc j d i Þ and pðc 0 j d i Þ to get the real values of pðc j d i Þ. If pðc j d i Þis larger than the probability threshold T , then d i belongs to category c, otherwise, d i does belong to category c. Then repeat this procedure for each category. In our implementation, if for a certain document, there is no category with a positive probability larger than T , we assign the one category with the largest probability to this document. In addition, "others" is an exclusive category. A tweet is only assigned to "others" when "others" is the only category with probability larger than T . Section 5.4 details the choices of the threshold values T .
Evaluation Measures for Multi-Label Classifier
Commonly used measures to evaluate the performance of classification models include accuracy, precision, recall, and the harmonic average between precision and recall-the F 1 score. For multi-label classification, the situation is slightly more complicated, because each document gets assigned multiple labels. Among these labels, some may be correct, and others may be incorrect. Therefore, there are usually two types of evaluation measures-example-based measures and label-based measures [55] . Example-based measures are calculated on each document (e.g., each tweet is a document, and also called an example here) and then averaged over all documents in the data set, whereas label-based measures are calculated based on each label (category) and then averaged over all labels (categories).
Example-Based Evaluation Measures
For a certain document d, suppose the true set of labels it falls under is Y , and the predicted set of labels by the classifier is Z, then for this specific document, accuracy is the correctly predicated number of labels divided by the number of labels in the union of Y and Z. Precision is the correctly predicated number of labels divided by the total number of labels in Z, while recall is the correctly predicated number of labels divided by the number of true labels. Suppose there are a total of M documents fd 1 ; d 2 ; . . . ; d M g, the accuracy, precision, recall, and F 1 averaged over the M documents are
Label-Based Evaluation Measures
Rather than calculated and averaged over each document instance like in the example-based measures, label-based measures are calculated and averaged over each category.
In each of the one-versus-all binary classification step, we can create the matrix in Table 1 for the corresponding category c. Then for this one category c,
Recall r ¼ tp tp þ fn ; (14)
For L categories fc 1 ; c 2 ; . . . ; c L g, there are two commonly used measures-micro-averaged F 1 and macro-averaged
Micro-averaging gives equal weight to each per-document classification decision, while macro-averaging gives equal weight to each category [56] . Thus micro-averaging score is dominated by categories that have larger number of documents, while macro-averaged F 1 is closer to the algorithm effectiveness on smaller categories. So micro-averaged F 1 is higher for classifiers work well on large categories, while macro-averaged F 1 is higher for classifiers work better on smaller categories. Actually, equations (1), (11), (15), (16) , and (17) are variations of F 1 used in different situations.
Classification Results
From the inductive content analysis stage, we had a total of 2,785 #engineeringProblems tweets annotated with 6 categories. We used 70 percent of the 2,785 tweets for training (1,950 tweets), and 30 percent for testing (835 tweets). 85.5 percent (532/622) of words occurred more than once in the testing set were found in the training data set. Table 2 shows the six evaluation measures at each probability threshold values from 0 to 1 with a segment of 0.1. We assigned the one category with the largest probability value to the document when there was no category with a positive probability value larger than T . So when the probability threshold was 1, it was equivalent to outputting the largest possible one category for all the tweets.
With five multi-label categories and one "others" category, there are ð2 5 À 1Þ þ 1 ¼ 32 possible label sets for a Tables 2 and 3 provide all the evaluation measures under random guessing. The random guessing program first guessed whether a tweet belongs to "others" based on the proportion this category takes in the training data set. If this tweet did not belong to "others", it then proceeded to guess whether it fell into the rest of the categories also based the proportion each category takes in the rest categories. We repeated the random guessing program 100 times, and obtained the average measures. From Table 2 , we see that when the probability threshold value is 0:4, the performance is generally better than under other threshold values. Table 3 shows the label-based accuracy (12) and F 1 measure (15) for each of the six category when T ¼ 0:4 compared with random guessing.
Based on (12), label-based accuracy accounts for true negative (tn) numbers. Therefore, under the situation that there are a large number of tweets in "others", accuracy measures are much higher than F 1 scores in Table 3 . Labelbased accuracy is not a very effective measure to account label imbalance here, so we do not use this measure in further discussion.
The Na€ ıve Bayes classifier has not only achieved significant improvement from the random guessing baseline, but also exceeded the performance of state-of-the-art multi-label classifiers on our data set as shown below.
COMPARISON EXPERIMENT: SVM AND M3L
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [57] is one of the most used and accurate classifiers in many machine learning tasks, but our comparison experiment shows that Na€ ıve Bayes exceeds SVM in this study. We first implemented a linear multi-label SVM using the LibSVM library [58] with the one-versus-all heuristic. We applied weight of loss parameters that are proportional to the inverse of the percentages of tweets in or not in each category to account for the imbalanced categories. However, with the same training and testing data sets as in the above section, this one-versus-all SVM multi-label classifier classified all tweets into not in the category for all categories. So we got empty label sets for all tweets.
Then we applied the same training and testing data sets as above to an advanced SVM variation named MaxMargin Multi-Label classifier. M3L is a state-of-the-art multi-label classifier [59] . Different from the one-versusall heuristic, which assumes label independence, this classifier takes label correlation into consideration. We used the executable file of this algorithm provided by the authors [60] . The performance is better than the simplistic one-versus-all SVM classifier, but still not as good as the Naive Bayes classifier. Table 4 and Fig. 3 show the evaluation measures using M3L. Because SVM is not a probabilistic model, so Table 4 does not have probability threshold values as Table 2 does.
DETECT STUDENT PROBLEMS FROM PURDUE DATA SET
In this section, the Na€ ıve Bayes multi-label classifier is used to detect engineering student problems from the Purdue data set. There were 35,598 unique tweets in the Purdue tweet collection. We took a random sample of 1,000 tweets, and found no more than 5 percent of these tweets were discussing engineering problems. Our purpose here was to detect the small number of tweets that reflect engineering students' problems. The differences between #engineering-Problems data set and Purdue data set is that the latter contains much smaller number of positive samples to be detected, and its "others" category has more diverse content. Therefore, to make the training set better adapt to the Purdue data set, we took a random sample of 5,000 tweets from the Purdue data set, added them into the 2,785 #engi-neeringProblems tweets, and labeled them as "others". Less than 5 percent positive samples in this category do not influence the effectiveness of the trained model. We thus used the 7,785 tweets as input to train the multi-label Na€ ıve Bayes classifier. Since no extra human effort is needed, and Na€ ıve Bayes classifier is very efficient in terms of computation time, the model training here incurred almost no extra cost. Table 5 shows the top most probable words in each category ranked using the conditional probability pðw j cÞ as in (2) . Our purpose here is to detect the small number of the five problems from the large Purdue data set, so we do not discuss the "others" in this section.
We can see that each category has top words for the specific content of this category. For example, "weekend, life, drink, social, break" for the category Lack of Social Engagement, "hate, suck, sad, bad" for the category Negative Emotion, "sleep, allnight, nap, coffee, dream" for Sleep Problems, and "girl, guy, Asia, female, China, foreign" for Diversity Issues. This intuitively demonstrates the effectiveness of the classification model.
We applied the trained model to the rest 30,598 Purdue tweets, and detected a total of 940 tweets reflecting the five problems students encounter shown in Fig. 4 . Again, one tweet may fall under several different categories, so the sum of numbers of tweets of all categories appears more than 940.
We see a relatively small number of tweets reflecting the diversity issues, which is not as severe as reflected by the #engineeringProblems tweets. The College of Engineering at Purdue has a large number of international students, and is constantly making efforts to increase the enrollment of female and students in other underrepresented groups. It is a hypothesis that there is a correlation between Purdue's effort and what the data show.
Each of the 940 tweets is associated with a Twitter user account. In Fig. 5 , we show the top 15 users that post the most of the five engineering problems. The twitter user names were anonymized to protect their privacy. 940 tweets take 3.07 percent of the 30,598 tweets. As shown in Table 6 , many of the top 15 users have posted more than 3.07 percent tweets on the five engineering problems. Category   Fig. 4 . Number of tweets for each issue detected from the Purdue tweet collection. We do not discuss "others", because we detect tweets reflecting these five problems from large number of Purdue tweets. Table 6 shows the total number of tweets these users posted under the five categories, and the percentages tweets in these five categories take in the entire number of tweets posted by these users. Fig. 5 and Table 6 demonstrate that our approach has the ability to detect potential student problems from tweets. Yet, we are not trying to make the claim that these users shown are definitely at-risk students, since most of these users only posted less than 10 percent of problems among all tweets they have posted. The trained detector can be applied as a monitoring mechanism in the long run to identify severe cases of at-risk students. For example, a future student may post a large number of tweets and more than 90 percent of them are about study problems or negative emotions. This case can be detected using the detector presented here. Our Purdue data set only lasts a little over two months. However, severe cases may only appear once in a while depending on the institutional atmosphere. Further decisions need to be made about what counts as severe cases, to what extent does intervention is needed, how to protect students' privacy, and how comfortable they are about these interventions.
To further evaluate the performance of the Na€ ıve Bayes classifier on the Purdue data set, we manually checked the 940 tweets and the corresponding user accounts. Since it is impossible to manually check all 30,598 tweets, we only provide the example-based measurements and the precisions for each category as in Table 7 and Fig. 6 .
We did not run the random guessing program here, because as shown in Table 2 , example-based measures resulting from random guessing on 32 possible label sets is smaller than 0.05. In addition, it can be easily proved that for label-based precision measure (13) as in Fig. 6 , the random guessing precision for any category equals to the actual number of tweets in this category divided by the total number of tweets in the entire collection. In this case, there are less than 5 percent of tweets in the Purdue data set that fall into the five engineering student problems. Therefore, random guessing precision is smaller than 0.05. As of now, the performance of the detector is not superior, but has achieved significant improvement from random guessing baseline. As illustrated in the workflow in Fig. 1 , the performance of the algorithm can be gradually improved based on further human feedback.
DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
This study explores the previously uninstrumented space on Twitter in order to understand engineering students' experiences, integrating both qualitative methods and large-scale data mining techniques.
In our study, through a qualitative content analysis, we found that engineering students are largely struggling with the heavy study load, and are not able to manage it successfully. Heavy study load leads to many consequences including lack of social engagement, sleep problems, and other psychological and physical health problems. Many students feel engineering is boring and hard, which leads to lack of motivation to study and negative emotions. Diversity issues also reveal culture conflicts and culture stereotypes existing among engineering students.
Building on top of the qualitative insights, we implemented and evaluated a multi-label classifier to detect engineering student problems from Purdue University. This detector can be applied as a monitoring mechanism to identify at-risk students at a specific university in the long run without repeating the manual work frequently.
Our work is only the first step towards revealing actionable insights from student-generated content on social media in order to improve education quality. There are a number of limitations, which also lead to many possible directions for future work.
First, not all students are active on Twitter, so we may only find the ones who are more active and more likely to expose their thoughts and feelings. Also, students' awareness of identity management online may increase overtime. The "manipulation" of personal image online may need to be taken into considerations in future work.
Second, the fact that the most relevant data we found on engineering students' learning experiences involve complaints, issues, and problems does not mean there is no positive aspects in students' learning experiences. We did find a small number of tweets that discuss the good things about being engineering students such as those using hashtag #engineeringPerks. We chose to focus on the problems in this paper because these could be the most informative for improvement of education quality. Future work can compare both the good and bad things to investigate the tradeoffs with which students struggle. From another aspect, students tend to complain about issues and problems on social media. This may imply that social media serve as a good venue for students to vent negative emotions and seek social support. Therefore, future work can be done on why and how students seek social support on social media sites.
Third, we only identified the prominent themes with relatively large number of tweets in the data. There are a variety of other issues hidden in the "long tail". Several of these issues may be of great interest to education researchers and practitioners. Future work can be done to design more (13) on each category of the 940 Purdue tweets detected from 30,598 tweets using Na€ ıve Bayes. Unlike in Table 4 and Fig. 3, F 1 score is impossible to calculate because the ground truth of the entire 30,598 tweets is unknown.
sophisticated algorithms in order to reveal the hidden information in the "long tail".
Fourth, the qualitative analysis reveals that there are correlations among the themes. For example, "heavy study load" can cause "lack of social engagement" and "sleep problems". Also, "negative emotion" may be associated with several other themes. The Na€ ıve Bayes classifier is built on top of the label independence assumption, which is a simplification of the real world problem. The classifier is designed to be a multi-label classifier in order to reconcile this effect. If a tweet expresses correlation between "heavy study load" and "sleep problems", then it can be categorized into both categories. After all, any mathematical and statistical models are simplification of real world problems to a certain extent. The comparison experiment with M3L shows that this advanced model that accounts for label correlation does not perform as well as the simple Na€ ıve Bayes model. Future work could specifically address the correlations among these student problems.
Finally, the workflow we proposed requires human effort for data analysis and interpretation. This is necessary because our purpose is to achieve deeper understanding of the student experiences. To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no unsupervised automatic natural language processing technique that can achieve the depth of understanding that we were able to achieve. There is a tradeoff between the amount of human effort and the depth of the understanding. The labels generated can be applied to any similar data sets in other institutions to detect engineering student problems without extra human effort. Often times, manual analysis is time-consuming not only because of the time spent on analyzing the actual data, but also the time spent on cleaning, organizing the data, and adapting the format to fit the algorithms. We plan to build a tool based on the workflow proposed here combining social media data and possibly student academic performance data. This tool can assist in identification of students at risk. This tool will provide a friendly user interface and integration between qualitative analysis and the classification and detection algorithms [61] . Therefore, educators and researchers using this tool can focus on the actual data analysis and investigate the types of learning issues that they perceive as critical to their institutions and students. This tool can also facilitate collaboration among researchers and educators on data analysis. Advanced natural language processing techniques can be applied in the future to provide topic recommendations and further augment the human analysis results, but cannot completely rule out the human effort.
Other possible future work could analyze students' generated content other than texts (e.g., images and videos), on social media sites other than Twitter (e.g., Facebook, Tumbler, and YouTube). Future work can also extend to students in other majors and other institutions.
CONCLUSION
Our study is beneficial to researchers in learning analytics, educational data mining, and learning technologies. It provides a workflow for analyzing social media data for educational purposes that overcomes the major limitations of both manual qualitative analysis and large scale computational analysis of user-generated textual content. Our study can inform educational administrators, practitioners and other relevant decision makers to gain further understanding of engineering students' college experiences.
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